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1996 out like a bad bump
N o , the news doesn't
stop when you leave.
Here's what you missed

O ther people
who
delivered
commencements
to graduates

f \l u ;k\iii\tio\
Some 700 students
waved {Goodbye to Cal Poly
as they graduated on
Saturday Dec. 14 1996.
At a more personal cere
mony in the Recreation
Center than the Ju n e com
mencement, where there were
1,300 students at the morning
ceremony and 1,300 in the after
noon ceremony, each student who
walked up the had his and her
name read.
Cal
Poly
alumni
and
Chairman of the CSU Board of
Tru.stees Jim Considine was the
speaker at both the morning and
afternoon ceremonies. Joining
Considine in the afternoon cere
mony was Paul Neel, dean of the
architecture departm ent. The
day marked his last graduation
ceremony and he announced his
retirement. He received a stand
ing ovation from the audience.

in clu d e
d
P re s id e n t
Warren Baker,
English pro
fessor
and
V i c e
President of
Academic
Senate John
Hampsey, and
ASI president
S t e v e
McShane.

ITil iiKiK mim:
The roads are still ripped
ap art by the Utilidor project
which has been slowed down due
to excessive rain during the
break.
Deby Ryan stated that every
effort is being made to restore
vehicular and pedestrian access

Mayor swings vote on
Prado Road project
Son Luis City Council
denies bid to build retail
shops on valuable site
By Adrienne Gross
Doily Staff Writer

A change of heart proved fatal
for the proposed Circuit City
plaza at Tuesday night’s San
Luis Obispo City Council meet
ing.
In a 3-2 vote. Mayor Allen
Settle followed through with his
decision to not only speak against
the project, but to keep the area
zoned for offices and not general
retail.
“'This was a land-use decision,
not a decision against the ten
ants,” Settle said.
The city council first voted on
the proposal on Dec. 3. At that
time, only Kathy Smith and Bill
Roalman voted against the zon
ing agreement. Settle sided with
the
developers,
Zelman
Development Company of Los
Angeles, saying th at he could
find no logical reason to disagree
with the zoning request.
On Dec. 9, Settle said th at his
decision to approve the proposal
was a mistake.

Ben Reiling, president of
Zelman, asked for a 90-day peri
od to discuss the concerns of
property owners.
Keith Gurnee, of RM Design
Group, who helped develop the
project, conveyed frustration at
Settle’s change of decision.
Quoting Smith, Gurnee said,
“What is popular is often not
right.”
Gurnee added that the ten
an ts of the proposed plaza,
including Circuit City, PetsMart,
Office Max and Hometown
Buffet, would not want anything
to do with San Luis Obispo if the
project was not passed.
With some community mem
bers and officials, the council’s
decision was not popular.
“There’s trouble in River
City,” said Jerry Dagna, a San
Luis Obispo resident. “The voters
distrust this board, and (Settle’s)
decision only furthers that.”
Stephen Nukes, a San Luis
Obispo store owner, said, “San
Luis Obispo is getting left
behind.”
“By fluctuating, we are send
ing
a
terrible
message,”
Councilman Dave Romero said.
Others, meanwhile, celebratSee COUNCIL page 9

on inner Perim eter
Road, Via Carta and
Klamath Road. Most of
the pipeline has been
installed so there won’t
be a need to re-open
those areas.
The mail kiosk at
Via C arta and inner
Perim eter Road is
accessible, but the U.S.
vA
Postal Service suggests
using the other loca
tions, such as across
L2L.
from
the
Daily file photo
Administration build
Some of the "traffic calming" devices on Chorro and surrounding streets have been axed.
ing and on Grand
Avenue in front of
After honking and screaming petition asking the city to change
Vista Grande Restaurant
in protest, the Chorro Street or eliminate the traffic calming
humps and traffic circles are devices, the city council voted in
gone.
early December to modify the
After 600 residents of the plan.
F’oothill Boulevard area signed a
The city removed all of the
speed humps and traffic circles on
M urray and Chorro streets.
Although the circles were com
pletely eliminated some humps on
Broad Street were restructured.
Although a staff report showed
that the devices helped slow down
traffic and decrease the number of
cars on Chorro Street, many
motorists complained about them.
The devices al.so cau.sed more
traffic on Santa Ro.sa and Lincoln
streets.
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Friends and families gave their support to more than 2,600 graduating stu
dents at the Fall Commencement ceremonies held in the Rec Center.

Don’t try to get on the bus stop
in front of Mott Gym. Bus route
See BREAK page 6

Californians face m ore than 1 ,0 0 0
new law s with beginning o f New Year
By Maria T. Garda
Daily Staff Writer

With the new year came new
laws, ranging from limits on cam
paign contributions to required
castration of repeat child moles
ters.
Most of these new 1,171 bills
took effect Jan. 1. Several could
impact Cal Poly students.
One such law will toughen
drunk
driving
penalties.
“Courtney’s Law” was named
after a Roseville teenager killed
by a man with a history of drunk
driving convictions.
This law increases the prison
term to a minimum of 15 years to
life
for
gross
vehicular
manslaughter while intoxicated.
It also adds a further sentence of
five years for fleeing the scene of a
vehicular manslaughter.
Another law likely to have an
effect on the student population is
one that makes it a felony to poss-

es, sell or transport the drug
Rohypnol, also known as the “date
rape” drug.
“It’s good. I think the rate of
date rape will go down,” said civil
engineering sophomore Natasha
Copeland, who along with other
female friends said she is con
cerned about date rape.

In 1996, there were no crimi
nal cases related to the use of
Rohypnol in the county, according
to Capt. Bart Topham of the San
Luis Obispo Police Department.
“If we do have a situation, the
law will make it easier for us to
pursue offenders,” Topham said.
See LAWS page 9

New driving law means motorists must be
able to show p ro o f o f liability insurance
By Shona Pruitt
Daily Staff Writer

California drivers beware.
New Year’s and new laws go hand
in hand especially for those with
out insurance.
Drivers are required to carry
liability insurance on their vehi
cles, hut as of Jan. 1, 1997 they
are required to show proof of
insurance.
This is not the first time proof

of insurance has been required, as
a prior law was in effect until
1991. Motorists then had to show
proof of insurance in the event of
an accident. Under the new law a
driver can be pulled over for any
moving violation and asked to
show proof of insurance.
Heavy fines, loss of driving
privileges and vehicle impound
ment are some of the conseSee INSURANCE page 9
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Capps busy learning the
ropes in Washington, D.C.
By Amy Conley
Daily Staff Writer

While students were busy
trimming the tree, visiting the
folks and taking a much needed
break
from
academia,
Congressman Walter Capps left
the world of academia for his
career as a politician.

NATION

Daily photo by Joe Johnston

Freshman Congressman Walter Capps has spent the last few weeks learning the
ropes of his newly elected office. His local office has not opened yet.

Capps was sworn in Jan. 7 as
the 22nd District Congressman.
But he’s already started making
decisions, learning the ropes
and signing petitions.
His first political act in
Washington, D.C. was to sign a
letter to Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich and Minority
Leader Richard Gephardt. The
letter,
signed
by
92
Congressional representatives,
urged the leaders to make real
campaign reform in the first 100
days. It stated th at campaign
reform is often talked about but
never actually put into legisla
tion.
“The conspiracy of delay that
typically
brings
campaign
finance reform to the floor too
late to make it into law can no

longer be tolerated,” wrote the
representatives.
One of the planks of Capps’
campaign was political reform.
According to his web site, Capps
is in favor of shorter campaign
seasons and lower spending
caps.
On
Nov.
22,
Capps
announced he was named to two
of the five committees he found
most interesting. Capps will sit
on the International Relations
and Science Committees which
he said will complement his
knowledge and experience.
Before the committee appoint
ments were announced, Capps
told Mustang Daily his top two
choices were Higher Education
and Veterans’ Affairs.
The International Relations
Committee handles relations
with other countries, interna
tional trade and diplomatic ser
vice. The Science Committee
deals with energy, science and
environm ental research and
oversees NASA and various sci
entific agencies.
Capps also took part in the
orientation for congressional
freshman. The orientation con
sists of meetings with experi

enced members of Congress and
introduction to congressional
offices and procedures.
Capps’ newly appointed staff
is helping him learn the ropes.
On Dec. 20 Capps announced
six members of his staff at his
three offices. He can employ up
to 22 aides, but doesn’t know if
he will hire someone for every
spot.
Cal Poly graduate Blake
Selzer was appointed as Capps’
legislative

aide.

Selzer

has

worked for Greenpeace, the
Endangered Species Coalition
and

the

National

Wildlife

Federation.
Capps will have an office in
W ashington,

D.C.,

Santa

Barbara and San Luis Obispo.
Until last Friday, Capps and
five

staff

members

in

Washington, D.C. were sharing
an office with another congress
man. Neither California offices
are up and running. Jacquelyn
Wheeler will serve as the dis
trict representative at the San
Luis Obispo office.

Lott says Senate ready to W E T IE B A C K ! M u stan g D a ily
lead with GOP’s 10 bills
ity,” Lott said Wednesday. “But we
have an obligation to lead al.so.
Assotiofed Press
We will not always wait. We will
WASHINGTON — IVent Lott, not always react. We will have an
portraying his Senate as a can-do agenda.”
In a preview offered in a
“island of tranquility” in a stormy
spi'ech
to the U.S. Chamber of
capital, says Republicans are
Commerce,
he said the balanced
readying a lO-bill package for the
new Congress that includes $150 budget amendment will probably
billion in tax cuts and a balanced be first on the list.
During the last Congress, the
budget amendment
to the
Senate
fell one vote short of send
Constitution.
ing the amendment to the states
NATION
for ratification.
Other likely bills are an antiWith
House
Republicans
focu.sed on defending embattled crime bill providing the death
SiH'aker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., penalty for so-called drug king
D>tt, the Senate majority leader, pins. a ban on certain late-term
IS marshaling GOP .senators to abortion and permission for com
take an early lead in .setting the panies to offer compc*nsator>' time
off in lieu of paid overtime, I^ott
agenda of the new Congress.
He’s .scheduled to flesh out the said.
And tax cuts will be incorpo
10-bill package, to bt introduced
the day after President Clinton’s rated into the package, probably
Jan. 20 inauguration, in meetings including relief for families with
Thursday with Senate committee children, reduction of capital
chairmen and Friday with the gains and estate taxes, he said.
Clinton made a g(K)d start by
entire GOP caucus.
Lott repeated Republicans’ proposing to elim inate capital
intention to allow Clinton to make gains taxes on mo.st home .sales
the first step on such politically but “knows he’s going to have to
unpopular measures as wringing do better than that,” Lott .said.
savings from Medicare and trim  During budget talks early last
ming cost-of-living adjustments to year, Clinton indicated a willing
ness to approve a broader-based
SiK’ial Security benefits.
But, in the 105th Congress, capital gains cut as part of an
Republicans will revive some of overall budget deal.
Lott said that expanded
the m easures that .scored well
with voters in the 104th, when Individual Retirement Accounts
they pushed their much more — a priority of Finance
sweeping
“Contract
With ('ommittee Chairman Bill Roth,
R-I)el. — would be desirable but
America.”
that
it's not clear there will be
“1 want the president to lead.
He is the president. The people enough money to pay for them.
See SENATE page 6
elected him. He has a responsibil
By Dave Skidmore
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Both Cal Poly cam puses
blossom at Rose Parade,
win Founder’s Trophy

Data show ‘97 flood far from
record breaking in Reno area
By Sandra Chereb
Associated Press

By Emily Brodley
Doily Staff Writer

Dedication and Cal Poly
ingenuity paid off for the wornout but excited Rose Float
Committee New Year’s Day
when it won the Founders’
Trophy
at
the
108th
Tournament of Roses Parade.
The award is given to the most
beautiful float built and decorat
ed by volunteers.

CAMPUS
The Cal Poly Rose Float is a
joint project with Cal Poly,
Pomona. It is the only connec
tion still existing between the
two universities.
Roughly 20 students from
each school worked year-round
to create the float, coordinating
ideas through video-conferenc
ing, e-mail and a joint summer
retreat. According to committee
chair and mechanical engineer
ing senior Rich McNabb, the
award was “icing on the cake”
after volunteers worked 24
hours a day for the last three
weeks to perfect each detail on
the float.
“For the last few years we
were proud, but we knew we
could do better,” McNabb said.
“But this year, we felt really
good about our work, and the
judges acknowledged that.”

The Cal Poly float was the
only float out of the 56 entries
done entirely by students, which
makes the committee addition
ally proud of the award.
This y ear’s parade theme
was “Life’s Shining Moments.”
Cal Poly’s 55-foot float, “Catch of
the Day,” showed an excited
fisherman reeling in a rainbowstriped
bass,
completely
unaware of a huge fish behind
him coming through the pier to
claim its own catch of the day.
The bait shop swayed and crabs
snapped their claws, as onlooking seagulls and dogs squawked
and barked to warn the fisher
man.
McNabb said expertise from
a variety of Cal Poly students
made the life-like details possi
ble. “Diversity is one of our
strong
points,” he
said.
Engineers constructed
the
frame and hydraulics, while hor
ticulture students selected the
thousands of flowers needed,
and still others developed the
design.
The committee’s construction
chair Dustin Crumb, a mechani
cal engineering senior, rode
inside the float to keep the
hydraulic systems in check dur
ing the parade. “One of the
greatest things was passing the
Cal Poly crowd,” he said. “They
See FLOAT page 6

RENO, Nev. — N orthern
Nevadans still shoveling mud and
drying out from last week’s flood
ing would find little comfort in
knowing that, with some excep
tions, the flood was not a recordbreaker. In fact, authorities say it
wasn’t even a 50-year flood.

NATION
“If it’s not the 100-year flood, 1
don’t want to be around here
when it does come,” said David
Stanton, chief criminal deputy in
the Washoe County District
Attorney’s Office whose Hidden
Valley home was ruined by floodwaters.
Preliminary statistics released
Wednesday by the U.S. Geological
Survey showed the flooding that
began on New Year’s Day neared
what is considered a once-in-a100-year event in Carson City, but
fell way short of th at mark in
Reno.
“I think when you get situa
tions like this and see it as dra
matic as it is, it looks like the
flood of record,” said Steve
Hammond, a hydrologist with the
u s e s in Carson City.
According to river gauges, the
flood that closed some downtown
casinos and sent a torrent of
water through Reno and Sparks
failed to surpass the water flows
seen in flooding th at struck in
1950 and 1955.
But for people who watched

their homes and busines.ses flood
and returned to layers of mud and
goop, the less-than-record distinc
tion was of little con.sequence.
Stanton said he considered
himself fortunate becau.se he had
flood insurance.
“I met today with my adjuster
for the first time and was told
th at my house, the drywall, the
floors, were going to have to be
ripped out,” Stanton said. “All the
appliances, the furnace, the furni
ture, it’s a total loss.”
He estimated insured losses to
his home could am ount to
$150,000, not including uncov
ered losses such as landscaping,
vehicles and other personal prop
erty.
In Reno, the preliminary peak
flow of the Truckee River was esti
mated at 18,000 cubic feet per sec
ond, or 8.1 million gallons. The
highest flows on the Truckee were
recorded in 1955, when the river
roared through Reno at 20,800
cfs.
When river levels are com
pared, however, the Truckee last
week exceeded its previous record
high of 13.8 feet reached in 1950
by nearly a foot.
Hammond said an improved
system of reservoirs built since
then in the Sierra Nevada helped
stem w ater flows and wider
destruction along the Truckee.
Across northern Nevada, five
counties were declared disaster
areas and Gov. Bob Miller esti

mated total damage from flooding
could reach $500 million.
Along the (\arson River, pre
liminary peak flows were estim at
ed at 27,500 cfs, near the record
30,000 reached in 1955 and just
below what would constitute a
100-year flood, Hammond said.
Prelim inary data show the
river level in Carson (hty mea
sured 18.4 feet, more than 2 feet
above the previous high set in
1955.
The Carson River exceeded
record flows in Markleeville,
(’alif., and Gardnerville near the
heavily damaged Riverview Drive
area.
Along the Walker River, the
highest flow recorded by the
USGS was 3,200 cfs in 1906 at
Wabuska north of Yerington,
where about 400 homes were
flooded. The prelim inary peak
from the latest flooding there reg
istered about 2,600.
“If you were to ... keep that
water in the channel, the peak
would have been different,”
Hammond said.
Farther upstream at the Hoye
Bridge in Wellington, preliminary
flows were pegged at 5,800 —
more than twice the discharge
record set last year. The level of
the river exceeded its previous
record by about 4 feet.
The statistics may engross sci
entists and engineers, but
Hammond conceded they m atter
little to the people who saw their
homes and property damaged.
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Visions o f the new year
The Daily's new opinion editor
shares her goals for the section.
Please allow me to introduce myself. I’m Josie
Miller and I’m lucky enough to be the newest addi
tion to the Mustang Daily’s editorial'staff. As opinion
editor, I have daily management of this page of the
paper.
My friends say this will be the perfect job for me
C olum n
think rm entirely too
----------------- opinionated. They’re right - to an
extent. I am opinionated. My hope for this page,
however, is to keep my opinion off of it whenever
possible.
There are nearly 15,()0{) students on this campus,
and I’d like to hear from every single one of you.
You see, major things happen on this campus every
single day, and 1 fear that many people either aren’t
aware or don’t care about them.
I use as my example the Academic Senate’s deci
sion to eliminate credit/no credit grading. This was a
decision made without any student input on it. There
was no ASI representative to the Academic Senate
spring quarter last year. That meiuis a committee of
professors were making huge decisions on things like
restructuring general education, changing all courses
to four units and eliminating credit/ no credit without
hearing any student opinion.
Though that’s my opinion on credit/no credit, the
thing that really bothers me is that all this happened
and no one seemed to care. Mustang Daily
wasn’t inundated with letters protesting the decision.
Students didn’t start attending Academic Senate
meetings to make sure that other such rash decisions
weren’t made. No one staged a protest in the
University Union.
So, to borrow a line from good oP Alanis
Morissette, "I’m frustrated by your apathy.’’ The
thing is, I understand. It’s a little scary to throw your
name out into the realm of public discussion.
It's just that I have this vision of a forum of public
discussion that excites everyone and gives them
information .so that everyone can have informed
opinions. I want everyone to write about all those
things that they hold dear to their hearts and that they
are impassioned about.
I don’t want to subject you all to my opinions.
Trust me. I'll have an opinion on everything that’s
printed on this page. But as the opinion editor. I’d
much rather design this page and make sure that let
ters and commentaries are presented in a readable
manner.
So basically. I’m giving this page to all Cal Poly
students and faculty. It’s yours. You set the agenda. 1
don't care if the debate ranges from the destruction
of the Utilidor to the wonder of true love, just as
long as it’s honest and passionate and well-written.

Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries
from students, staff and other community mem
bers. Please e-mail entries to: jamillert^harp;
or entries can be typed and double
spaced. Commentaries should be
between 750 and 1,000
words and letters
less than
250. All entries must include
^your name and phone number fo r verD
'fication. Students should include major and
^lass rank. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edih
for clarity, grammar and length.
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Men rise above women in intellect
ll conformists are required
to believe the fairy tale.
"Women are equal to
men.” If we click our heals and
wish real hard, maybe Rapun/.el
and Goldilocks will become real as
well. But for now, alas, 1 must rely
on evidence, that stubborn thing
that keeps clashing with the
favorite myths of culture. The evi
dence is so obvious that I have
offered $I(K) to any student or pro
fessor that can beat me in a public
debate. Students will be the only
defenders, because they have been
saturated with the propaganda
about women being sensitive, lov
ing sweethearts oppressed by brutal
men throughout history. Such emo
tion is not evidence.
The evidence is not even a close
call. Men outnumber women five
to one at 14.5 IQ, according to the
book "Why Humans Vary in
Intelligence.” Men invented the
television, phone, car, computer;
provided vaccines for polio, small-

A

COMMENTARY

.

------------------------------ diphthe
ria, protected women from death in
childbirth; built the houses in
which all of us dwell; constructed
the highways, bridges, skyscrapers.
The great thinkers of the past are
the foundation of education.
Newton is the foundation for
physics, and it is Issac, not Lily
Newton. Darwin laid out the theory
of evolution which revolutionized
science, and it is Charles, not
Charlotte Darwin. Mendel devel
oped theory of genetics, and it is
Gregor, not Jill Mendel. Descartes
developed analytic geometry, and it
is Rene, not Rita Descartes.
All those things that women are
using commonly, such us shopping
carts, birth control pills, safety
pins, sewing machines, refrigera
tors and washing machines are not
their inventions even though they
were fcKused on such work for
centuries. They are the inventions
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of men. As Gerda Lerner, a feminist, wondered,
"Why have there been no great women thinkers
and system builders?” My shot in the dark:
women are not builders and thinkers? For all
those deluded people who believe women are
equal, let them do without the inventions and
protections of men for one week, and I promise
to do without women’s inventions for one week.
The believers in the Big Lie get to live in a
mountain cave with leaves for blankets, whereas
I do not change my life at all! No one has taken
my challenge yet.
The stcK’k response to man’s overwhelming
production is not gratitude, but degradation of
men who oppressed women! The purpose is to
blame men for inventions. The standard line is.
"Women were not allowed to...” and then fill in
the blank. Martin Luther was under penalty of
death for posting 95 Thesis on the d(X)r of a
church. Who allowed him? Albert Einstein
scribbled formulae on papers as he worked as a
customs official. He had been turned down as
"not a promising student” by the Swiss
Polytechnic Institute. Who allowed him?
In the home, women are incompetent. The
dirty little secret is that mothers are 60 percent
more abusive of children than are fathers,
according to the b<K)k “Behind Closed Dixirs.”

L

:7 7 h '* But the idea that women are loving and sensi
tive parents prevents swiety from protecting
children from their hands. The nation believed
Susan Smith who, after drowning her two male
children, carried on her charade of tearful inno
cence for days in front of the camera until a
detective broke the case. So much for "maternal
instinct.” Nearly 60 percent of prisoners report
ed heterosexual molestation before the age of
16, according to "Speaking Out. Fighting
Back.” The gentle, loving sex strikes again,
behind closed dexirs.
Women are incompetent enough to need three
million abortions a year. Because of their sexual
irresponsibility, women have thrown stx;iety
into an emotional and legal battle over abortion
rights. Check out the birth control supplies,
ladies. How about contraception?
So who is ready to defend the BIG LIE? We
will let the audience of at least 40 "jurors”
decide on the evidence in the debate, not on any
previous bias. 1 am taking on your most cher
ished myth. Will you step up to the task? Then
call me at 782-9237 and let’s .set up the debate.
Or will you decide to be honest like me?
Mark Roland is a San Luis Obispo resident
and former teacher.

e t t e r s
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Skateboarding on campus a liability issue
Editor,
I am writing in response to the article “Skateboarding
is not a crime” in the December 2 issue of the Mustang
Daily. I was amused by the arguments as to why skatebiiarding should be permitted on campus and I think the
situation needs to be examined more logically.
First of all, the reason why injuries in sports, such as
ftx>tball, do not result in them being banned from Cal
Poly is because of a thing called a waiver.
Skateboarding on campus is a huge liability for Cal
Poly due to the community standard of expected care. If
Cal Poly doesn't take steps to protect public safety then
they are liable to be sued. This can result in a great loss
to Cal Poly's already limited resources since it is a pub
lic entity with a high level of responsibility.
In order for Cal Poly to continue your and my educa
tion, citations written to skateboarders are necessary. If
Cal Poly does not show that they did everything in their
ability to protect the public from injuries due to skate
boarding then they are likely to be brought into a costly
lawsuit.

Think about a likely situation where a group of stu
dents are standing on the sidewalk near the University
Union waiting for the bus. Along comes Joe
Skateboarder without any brakes and accidentally crash
es into Susie Student who gets a broken leg. Who do
you think is going to pay for Susie's hospital bills?
Right, Cal Poly with its deep ptKkets will have to come
to save the day.
The idea about Cal Poly building a skateboarding
park is great, but you also need to think about the run
ners who want an established cross country course, and
the hockey players who want an ice rink. The universi
ty's primary focus is on education and from there they
designate the remaining resources to fund activi
ties creating the greatest gcxxl for the greatest
number of students. Until the majority of Cal Poly
students declare skateboarding as their “sport,”
skaters need to find a place off campus to play and
get a bicycle for transportation.
Candice Byrd,
Speech Communication Senior
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FLOAT
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.saw us and went wild.”
Next year will be the 50th
anniversary of Cal Poly’s partici
pation in the parade. The commit
tee hopes its recent success will
encourage even more student par
ticipation as they start next year’s
design.
“One of our challenges, since
it’s all volunteer, is to keep a
strong group together to complete
the float,” Crumb said.
As they catch up on sleep and
start the new quarter, the com
mittee is looking forward to next
year.
“We are already working on
the concept for the next float and
encourage anyone interested to
submit their ideas,” McNabb said.
“The more people involved, the
better.”

MUSTANG DAILY

SENATE
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The Senate will look at reduc
ing some current tax breaks bene
fiting business, Lott said, but he
told the business lobbyists assem
bled at the
Chamber of
Commerce, “We’re not going to let
it get out of control.”
Senators are eyeing new cuts
in the range of $124 billion to
$150 billion over five years, Lott
said. Most of th at would be
sopped up by a $500 per child
credit, if GOP leaders opt to
repeat the Contract’s “crown
jewel.”
A ssistant Majority Leader
Don Nickles, R-Okla., said other
proposals for family tax relief,
including a proposal by Sen. John
Ashcroft, R-Mo., to provide an
income-tax deduction for Social
Security payroll taxes, are on the
table.
“I doubt that we’ll be able to
put both in,” he said. “One of them
is better tax policy and one of
them is maybe easier to explain.”

While not promising a spot in
the top 10, Lott said other priori
ties would be renewal of the
Superfund program to clean up
toxic waste sites and changes in
product liability laws. He also
predicted early action on giving
the president fast-track authority
to negotiate international trade
agreements.
However, he said prospects
this year for a bill on legal immi
gration are dim and he said it
would be a mistake to “.start fid
dling” with welfare laws so soon
after last year’s overhaul.
Lott promised hearings on
campaign finance reform — an
announced Democratic priority —
but said the issue would be diffi
cult to resolve. He said he would
oppose public financing of con
gressional and senatorial cam
paigns, which he called “food
stamps for politicians.”

JuSt in Case
you decide to buy
the books
this Semester.

BREAK
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changes for several lines have
taken place.
There are maps installed at all
stops, old and new. The Grand
Avenue Information Booth, the
Public Safety Services office, the
UU Information Desk and the
library also carry maps. There is
also a new bus stop at the corner
of Highland Drive and Bishop
Road. For more information con
tact Jacquie Paulsen at 756-6680.
uiLN()\'SHiii(;ETk^:Krs('si

Gov. Pete Wilson’s proposed
budget will keep public university
and college student fees constant,
as in the past two years.
Two years ago Wilson agreed
to increase state support to public
universities by an average of 4
percent a year. Although students
fees could have increa.sed, legisla
tures avoided hiking fees by rais
ing the state’s contribution even
higher than the agreed amount.
In the current budget propos
al, Wilson allotted the 4 percent
increase in addition to $67 million
to compensate for potential fee
increases.
With the sta te ’s improving
economy,
some
legislative
Democrats are looking for ways to
cut student fees back since both
CSU and UC fees have nearly
tripled since 1988.
Although Wilson’s staff report
ed th at such drastic reductions
would be difficult to implement,
the governor’s budget proposal
includes $100 million for salary
increases for CSU and UC faculty

and staff.
His proposal also includes $33
million for student financial aid.

mm \K(ir\i) fiiii
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After receiving a $60,000
grant, the Environmental Center
of San Luis Obispo will start the
new year with a new focus and
renewed spirit.
The year-long grant from the
Blue Cross Foundation will keep
the nonprofit organization afloat
and direct its efforts toward
studying environm ental health
risks within the county.
Although analyzing health
impacts of pesticides, household
hazard wastes and airborne pollu
tion differs from ECOSLO’s work
in the past 25 years, the agency
recently experienced financial
troubles.
The center lost money on its
curbside recycling program in
Morro Bay, racked up a $20,000
bill for an oil spill cleanup at its
recycling yard and got behind on
th eir payroll taxes and other
debts.
The center’s office moved to a
less expensive office, cut back to
five employees and has reduced
the program’s hours.
To continue serving the com
munity, in both education and
advocacy, the center raised
$15,000 in the past few months
through fund-raisers and mem
bership drives.
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Music professor
W illiam Spiller
performs benefit
piano recital.
see A 2
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Poly artists show
‘Parallel Myths’
By U m o Ckovdarion
Arts Wetkiy Staff Writer

A new exliibit graces the University
Union Galerie Saturday, featuring the work
of two Cal Poly art professors.
The exhibit entitled “Parallel Myths”
features art and design professors Crissa
Hewitt and Chuck Jennings’ personal
explorations of unique two- and threedimensional art mediums.
The show runs from Saturday, Jan. 11,
through Sunday, Feb. 2. The public is invit
ed to an artists’ reception at the unveiling
on Jan. 11, from 4 to 6 p.m.
Galerie C urator Jean n e LaBarbera
expressed her excitement in having Hewitt
and Jennings in a show together.
“These are not two a rtists brought
together for a specific theme,” LaBarbera
explained. “These are two artists, col
leagues and friends coming together to
share with us some of their work and
expressions.”
The exhibit’s title, “Parallel Myths,”
conveys two distinct feelings from the
artists. Hewitt recognized one myth that
“everything m ust be brand new at an art
show.”
“It was an interesting struggle to get
past this,” Hewitt admits. “I redefined my
creativity.”
In doing so, Hewitt’s pieces emerged as
a mix of recent and past works, concentrat
ing on abstract marble and metal sculp
tures, jewelry and wooden boxes.
“It’s a play on convex and concave
forms,” Hewitt explained.
Hewitt said her a rt reflects her interest

A critical look at
the evolution of rap
music following the
controvercial record
label that aided its
rise to pop music
stardome

See ART page A 2

A SOCIAL COMMENTARY

Rock en Español
with new release
By Ptdro Arroyo
to Arts Weekly

With little money, but with plenty of
energy and faith, Aztlán Records, the
indipendent record label based in San
Francisco which has played a pivotal role in
the development of Rock En Español (the
rising Spanish alternative musical move
ment), brings us another release just in
time to kick off the New Year.
The
new
A1.BUM REVIEW album “Aztlán
Rock En Vivo”
was recorded live in Los Angeles last sum 
mer. The album was produced by Ernesto
Ramirez and Eddie Caipro.
The album features six bands, each cov
ering a distinct musical genre within this
musical movement. The album features
Maria Fatal, Pastilla, Ley de Hielo and
Motita from Southern California and Orixa
and Lodo Y Asfalto, based in San Francisco.
The best work on this album comes from
Ley De Hielo, a metal power trio from
Southern California. They are also one of
the poineering bands in the Rock En
Espafiol movement.
The two live tracks on this album are by
far their best professional work to date. Not
only is the band providing a solid and cohe
sive sound, but the vocal work of Jos’e
Montes De Oca, the band’s bass player and

By M itt Birftr
Arts H M J y M lo f

Death Row Records, the multimillion dollar label responsible
for such popular artists as Snoop Doggy Dogg and the late Tupac
Shakur, has strangely become an icon for the 1990s pop culture
through controversial tactics. Violence and profanity character
ize the small but influential label which has produced an arse
nal of hits and award-winning artists in its few years of opera
tion.
Despite continual criticism from politicians, the media and
the public, the rise to fame for the mixed-up label is another
example of the ongoing history of rebelling against social values
th r o u ^ music.
In the 1960s the Beatles invaded the American music trend
of one-hit wonders and songs about Ford hotrods and high
school proms, and Motortown, USA gave us Motown and music
to swing our hips to.
The 1970s ended and Bob Dylan picked up an electric guitar
and wowed the long-haired hippies into a new generation of

peace and love.
Then came the totally ‘80s, m aterial and valley girls, and
kids wearing red Adidas jum p suits and wrist bands spinning on
their heads. Run DMC and Grand M aster Flash were rhymin’
about girls and the streets, throwing in an occasional profanity
to stir things up.
Soon rap was catching on. Pop culture was recognizing a new
party music. By the late 1980s it was creeping into the homes of
middle America, and bands like the Beastie Boys were endors
ing m alt liquor and telling kids to stay home from school.
Before anyone knew it or could do anything about it, a noto
rious crew featuring Eazy E, Ice Cube, MC Ren, Yella and Dr.
Dre was on the scene preaching mayhem and misogyny to the
youth of America. The Compton-bom creation called N.W.A.,
essentially the founders of today’s gangsta rap, was selling more
records than Paul McCartney, and rap was on its way to becom
ing a recognized pop music.
All these fads started as a vision. Some entertainm ent mon
grel was behind the microphone of the teen image stoking the
flames of style with catch phrases and trendy clothes. Elvis had
the Colonel, the ‘60s had Holland, Hosier, Holland, and everyone
after had Bill Graham. And we praise all of these great minds
for their contributions to society and the music industry.
See DEATH R O W Mustang Daily poge 8

vocalist is the best in the album. Ley De
Hielo’s vocal and instrum ental m aturity is
evident is songs like “Bajo La Lluvia,” the
album’s opening cut.
Another of the highlights of the live
album is Motita which make their profes
sional debut on this recording. Motita’s
music is a hybrid of jazz, blues, rock and
Caribbean rhsrthms, which Motita utilizes
to create an innovative sound. Motita’s line
up includes Marco Sandoval, one of
Southern California’s up-and-coming gui
tarists. His guitar work with Motita is
impressive and has been finally captured in
this live recording in a powerful and raw
form. Recommended tracks are “Rutina”
and “Frustracio’n.”

Lastly, Lodo Y Asfalto, a grunge,
punk quartet from the Bay Area. Like
Motita, they make their professional debut
as well. Lodo Y Asfalto work has been
strongly influenced by the San Francisco
punk scene but they juxtapose Punk with
Latin American themes and ideas. Their
best work on this album is a track called
“Sangre.”
Although the compilation includes vet
eran bands in the Rock En Espaiiol scene ,
the most impressive work on the album
comes from the younger and least known
bands like Motita and Lodo Y Asfalto.
Despite the difficulties th a t often
accompany the recording of a live album
Aztl’an Records debut is impressive. The

recording still m aintains much of its origi
nality and the album shows few signs of
over-production.
The Aztlin Rock En Vivo compilation
will hopefully serve as a audio documen
tary of the quality of music th at is being
made by a bilingual youth in the United
States at a grass roots level. @ compilation
will also provide a forum for lesser known
bands th at would other wise be ignored.
In these two roles the work on this
compilaton is extremely valuable.
Pedro Arroyo is the host o f AztVan,
Babylon, Rhythm and Blues KCPR's Rock
in Spanish program. The program airs
Monday nights from 11:00-1:00 AM.
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America’s music
featured at benefit
for scholarship

Week offers funky grooves, straight ahead jazz and bluegrass
By SliosliaM Hebslu
Arts Weekly Stoff Wfiter

It’s not often that San Luis Obispo gets
to taste the funkin’ groovy beats of soul
and the down-to-earth tunes of bluegrass,
blues, jazz and rock all in the same week.
During the upcoming weekend and
early week, three bands will feed the
hearts of music-lovers and touch unfamil
iar ears with these great sounds.
On Friday, Jan . 10, SLO Brewing
Company will host What It Is, a San
Francisco Bay Area based quartet origi
nally from Gainesville, Fla.
The band’s talented groove-soul sound

describes their music as “uncomplicated
good-time music.” Their mixture of sounds
sets a great mood that makes the listener
want to get up and boogie — retro style.
And if only listening to a recording is
enough to get up and dance, just imagine
how much excitement hearing this band
live will generate.
What It Is tours and gigs constantly
and has opened for “Dee-Lite” and the “PFunk Allstars.”
Their live performance should not be
missed if great music, excitement and
dancing is the mood.

HEBSHI'5 H IP
HAPPENINGS
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will blow away any soul-music junkie. Its
incredible bass lines and beats combined
with funk, acid jazz and soul recreates the
funky soul sound of the 1970s. The incor
poration of a vinyl-spinning DJ and a twopiece horn section on stage is enough to
get anyone’s foot tapping.
What It Is released its first CD, “When
Groove Was King,” in 1995 which pro
duced rave reviews from many regional
papers and magazines such as “Music
Connection” which said the band’s “dis
tinct seventies-based soul sound perfectly
meshes groove tracks with early Stevie
Wonder-ish vocals,” and “On the One” that

ART
From page A1

in “the exploration of a variety of different
materials th at have many similarities.”
She concentrates on combinations of
marble, wood and metal materials, with an
emphasis on hammered metal and marble.
Hewitt finds the utilization of these tactile
combinations enjoyable and rewarding to
work with.
Although Hewitt’s work has been shown
at numerous exhibits and events, “Parallel
Myths” is the largest display of Hewitt’s
artwork on campus.
Jennings describes the creation of his
pieces as “a fun, wonderful process.”
“Doing the show recovered marvelous
memories of my father who passed away

what It Is
Also on Friday, Jan. 10, SLO Jazz Fed
presents Jazz at the Forum on Marsh
Street featuring Jeff Lorber, an award
winning Contemporaiy jazz keyboardist
and his group. Lorber has set the tone for
jazz keyboardists since 1979, introducing
contemporary jazz, and has worked as a
solo artist and as a producer to saxophon
ist Art Porter Jr. and trum peter Herb
ten years ago,” Jennings said. “This is the
most personal work I’ve ever done.”
The title “Parallel Myths” stemmed
from the realization that “we repeat cer
tain themes in our lives over the genera
tions,” he said.
Following a discovery of old pho
tographs, Jennings discovered one particu
lar photo of his father holding him as an
infant.
“Although I was too young to remember
th a t day, the image seemed familiar,”
Jennings said. “Later I found an image of
me holding my young daughter.”
Both images were almost identical,
although years apart. Looking through
additional photographs, Jennings found
additional parallel them es running
throughout different generations. For
Jennings, “Parallel Myths” represents sto-

A great cup o f hot coffee I
f

Alpert among others.
This show is guaranteed to give the
audience some )eriously smooth jazz —
not something to miss.
Tickets are $15 (SLO Jazz Fed mem
bers) and $18 (non-members). Advance
tickets can be purchased at Boo Boo
Records on Monterey Street in San Luis
Obispo.
Then on Tuesday evening, get ready for
some serious bluegrass as K-Otter 94.9
FM and KCBX FM present “An Evening
with the Del McCoury Band.”
Del McCoury and his band have
received six International bluegrass Music
Awards this past year and McCoury him
self holds the IBMA Male Vocalist and
Entertainer of the Year title as well as the
most powerful high tenor voice in blue
grass music today.
The band always encourages audience
participation and get ready to call out
your favorite requests because th a t’s what
they’ll play.
The band recently released the album
“The Cold Hard Facts” th at compiles a
great diversity of songs from blues to
Grand Ole Opry star Jimmy C. Newman’s
“Blue Darlin’” and rock from Tom Petty.
The Washington Post said th at the
band has “Unstoppable momentum and
terrific voices th at blend the best quali
ties of hillbilly honky-tonk, and blues
singing.” The New York Times agreed th at
“Del McCoury is singing in a mountain
tenor so high, so blue, so lonesome th at it
seems he, or the audience could swoon for
lack of oxygen.”

Amy Conley
_______ Arts Weekly Stolf Writer________________________

Cal Poly music professor William Spiller
is performing his annual solo piano recital
Jan. 11 to benefit the Cal Poly music depart
ment scholarship fund.
Spiller, who is in his sixth year at Cal
Poly, will play eight pieces by American
composers. “The composers are going to be
new to a lot of the audience members,”
Stiller said. “I w ant the audience to realize
th at American music has been here and
vital for a long time, not ju st the 20th cen
tury.” Two pieces by Louis Moreau
Gottschalk were written around the 1850s.
The latest piece was written 1972 by Aaron
Copland.
“In my business, people ju st play things
by Europeans,” Spiller said. “I think it’s nice
to play things written by Americans.”
Spiller has performed across the country
in recitals, and as a soloist, chamber musi
cian and accompanist. He’s performed sev
eral solo recitals and duets as well as orga
nizing the faculty recitals.
Hopefully this spring, Spiller will per
form in Oxford, England where he will be
teaching with the London Study Program.
He will be teaching either two sections of
music theater or one section of music the
ater and another of music appreciation.
Spiller usually teaches a variety of class
es at Cal Poly. “If it’s anything to do with
ries of artwork of reminiscence. His pieces piano. I’ll be teaching it,” Spiller said. The
are collages, created through several pho subjects he teaches range from beginning
tographs and computer images to develop piano to history of piano performance and
scenes reflecting
family, parenthood, literature.
The music departm ent scholarship fund
grandparenthood
and
children.
gives,
as Spiller put it, “a pretty good chunk
Accompanying each piece is a one-page,
of
money,”
to help music students through
written memoir including childhood sto
Cal Poly. Most faculty recitals or concerts
ries.
Although Hewitt and Jennings have benefit the fund. “We know students need a
participated in several faculty a rt shows, lot of help, especially in such a time-con
this is the first time their work is being suming study as music,” Spiller said.
The re c ita l sta rt» a t 8 p.m . a t th e Cal
shown almost exclusively. Both share the
excitement and enthusiasm of giving their Poly Theatre. Ticket» ca n be b o u g h t a t
students an opportunity to see their talents th e P erfo rm in g A rt» C enter O ffice o r by
at work outside the classroom. LaBarbera p h o n e by c a llin g SLO -ARTS.
said the exhibit is im portant for faculty
and student relations as well.
“The directive here is to showcase facul
ty artists’ talents,” LaBarbera said.
“For the artists, their works of art bring
out emotions and expres
sions. Students can gain
a greater appreciation of
that side of their profes
sors’ lives not seen
before.”

TAPANGO'S
BLEND
Cal Poly music professor
W illiam Spiller will perfoms
works from American com
posers./
Photo courtesey music dept.
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Guitar trio jams to a packed house Dance club joins local nightlife
By
Alls Weekly Editor

The guitar trio TJ Kirk had a good rea
son for playing so well Tuesday night.
Hours before it played the packed house at
SLO Brew it heard of its Grammy nomi
nation for Best Contemporary Jazz
Artists.

CONCHRT RKVIKW

W i1 t h

th at as an
inspiration,
the rat pack of grunge jazz musicians
played their distinctive compilation of
Theloneous Monk (responsible for the T),
Jam es Brown (the J) and a little of the
slow and easy Kashaan Roland Kirk
(together it spells TJ Kirk) with energy.
The strange brew of music was provided
by a young generation of jazzites with a
likeness of a garage band.
The group took its image literally and
performed as if it was in its garage crack
ing jokes, jumping from song to song and
throwing in some Led Zeppelin and Jethro
Tull riffs. But the casual live perfomance
and the close quarters of SLO Brew made
for a comfortable and appealing show.
A successful guitar trio is hard to come
by, especially in jazz where the guitar
player has made few major accomplish
ments, but the group has found its nitch
and its show provided proof.
Of the three guitarists there was no
front man, only a trio of interacting
grooves, blues riffs, spacey melodies and
lots of funk.
The innovative guitarist Charlie
Hunter came prepared with the same lowprohle rhythms and baselines also heard
in his quartet. But with two guitars
accompanying Hunter, instead of his blar
ing horn section, he fell comfortably into

the background of the two other talented
musicians. H unter’s eight-string hybrid
guitar produced the same patented sound
th at we are used to hearing from the
young Berkeley native, im itating the
Hammond B-3 organ. His fingers moved
all over the neck stretching from the low
est of his bass strings to the steller regions
of his guitar strings.
Guitarist William Bernard was respon
sible for the pyscho-rockabily riffs and the
airomatic slide sounds. Bernard, whose
side project includes a recent recording
with his other band Pothole, also gave the
young uninhabited crowd a taste of
straight-ahead blues and jazz riffs.
With Hunter holding down the rhythm
and bass line, and Bernard taking over
most of the melody, it would seem that
there would be no place for guitarist John
Schott; but that wasn’t the case. Schott
was everywhere, strumming away at the
high notes, picking jazzy solos and fitting
in notes anywhere he could find a dry
space.
Against the all-powerful guitars,
drummer Scott Amendola tied all the
noise together. Among the hysteria of the
guitar rhythms he created a beat similar
to the contemporary grooves he carries
with Hunter in his quartet. His drum set
was small but he managed to pound out
an assortment of styles from the 1950s
rockabilly sound of banging toms to the
high hat and snare rhythms typical of a
jazz drummer.
The crowd’s positive response to the
performerance gave proof that the prolific
band and style of music is a success. As
the young jazzers continue to take the
rooted music to new levels, and gain
praise as it has with the recent Grammy
nomination, TJ Kirk earns its role as a
frontrunner in the alternative jazz scene.

By Alan Dimtoa
________________Ail* Weekly StoH Wiit e i ___

Is the San Luis Obispo evening scene
putting you to bed? Try a new place down
town to eat, drink and dance.
The Zebra Cafe, near the Fremont
Theater on Monterey Street, brings down
town San Luis Obispo a nightclub intended
for dancing.
“This is a place for good clean fun,”
owner Jorge Camacho said.
Camacho isn’t new to the club scene.
The Cal Poly graduate in fruit science, cur
rently working on his m aster’s degree in
international agriculture at Cal Poly, previ
ously owned and operated two night clubs
Cal Poly graduate opens Zebra Cafe down
in Honolulu, Hawaii.
One of his clubs, named Pink’s Garage, town nightclub./ Photo by Michael Brennan
hosted many popular bands including
Nirvana, Smashing Pumpkins, Boys II sacrificing food quality. “If we have a dollar
salad it will be the best damn dollar salad,”
Men and Megadeth.
Although booking large bands in San Camacho said.
Chuck Degroot, m anager of The
Luis Obispo might pose a problem,
Camacho hopes his connections with the Graduate, said their club does not feel
threatened by the new nightclub.
music industry will come through for him.
“There is a need for a dance place down
Camacho said the downtown area lacks
good choices for dancing which is one rea town, I don’t think it will hurt us,” Degroot
said.
son he chose San Luis Obispo.
The Zebra Cafe kicked off the new year
“There’s no place to go dancing here
with
a typical party featuring a buffet,
compared to larger towns,” Camacho said.
The club will play a modem mix of complimentary champagne, free T-shirts
music ranging from retro-alternative to with admission and VIP passes allowing
techno. “We’ll have an eclectic mix that will pass holders and a guest free entry to all
January events.
be fun for everyone,” he said.
The Zebra Cafe plans to have theme
A p u b lic g r a n d o p en in g p a r ty w ill
nights in which particular types of music
are played. On Tuesday nights, anyone be h e ld in ea rly F ebruary fe a tu r in g a
with a college ID can enter the club for free. live band. U n til then, th e c lu b is open
Along with music and a bar, the Zebra fo r d in n e r fro m 6 p .m , to 9 p.m .
D a n cin g startu a t 9 p.m . a n d lastn u n til
Cafe will cater to healthy eating habits.
“We do not have a fryer here, but we do 1:40 a.m . T h e co ver c h a rg e is $4
T h u rsd a y th ro u g h S a tu rd a y a n d $2
have colorful, tasteful food,” he explained.
S
u n d a y th ro u g h Y/ednesday.
Camacho said prices will be low without
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snows
Backstage Pizza:
Jill Knight plays
acoustic folk Thursday,
Jan. 9 at noon. Keith Forrest plays Tuesday,
Jan. 14 at noon; All shows free and open to
all ages.
Linnaeas cafe:
Rachael Denny plays classic folk Friday, Jan.
10 at 8 :3 0 p.m.; Ragg and others play punk

rock Saturday, Jan. 11 at 8 :3 0 p.m.; Bring
your voices and instruments and join the Folk
Club sing-a-long Saturday, Jan. 12 at 7:30
p.m. All shows pass the hat.
SLO Brew;
Opus plays rock and ska Thursday, Jan. 9 at
9 :3 0 p.m. N o cover; W h a t It is ploys funk
Friday, Jan. 10 at 9 :3 0 p.m. $3 cover; KSLY
Presents alternative rock by The Tories
Saturday, Jan. 11 at 9 :3 0 p.m. $3 cover;
KWBR Presents psycho funk by The Gluey
Brothers Sunday, Jan. 12 at 9 :3 0 p.m. $3

y
Aries
March 20-April 19

Gemini
May 21-June 20

Remember tiie myth about tliat
guy who kept puslung the huge rock
up the mountain, only to have it go
rolling down again every time?
That explains how you Aries’ felt
during much of 1996. But times
they are a changm'. I sense a major
fresh start in the making, and this
week marks the beginnmg. There
are a couple of things you can do to
prepare yourself for this fresh start:
First, make like my friend Vanessa
and turn into a “kissmg bandit."
When you are genuinely happy to
see someone (preferably someone
you know), give them a big ol’
smacker. Second, clean your house.
You are mure sensitive to your sur
roundings than you may realize.

Taurus
April 20-May 20
My boss is a Taurus. He alter
nates between these two moods:
happy, cheerful, full of witty little
anecdotes; and annoyingly critical,
nitpicking everyone’s job perfor
mance. When I get to work, I can
tell right away what mood he’s in
just by the looks on my coworkers’
faces Taurus, even if you are
nobody’s boss but your own, you
must realize you too wield the
power to uplift or repress those
around you. And since you’re at
your most magnetic tins week, that
goes double. So, for crying out loud,
be cheerful! Be happy! Moke ’em
laugh! Few are as good at telling
jokes as you Taureans And my lust
bit of advice is tliis: Have some
nerve Talk to th at gorgeous
stranger you’ve been eyeing.

Why are astrologers always
saying that Scorpios are the sexiest
sign of the zodiac? Surely they are
overlooking all those alluring
Geminis out there. Oh, wait, I just
figured out why Geminis have a
knack for starting things then leav
ing them not quite finished. This,
well, flakiness, is the only tiling
th a t really crumps your style,
Gemini. You are so charming,
clever, and attractive th at you
shouldn't be wasting your talents
skipping from project to project,
idea to idea, relationship to rela
tionship... You see the pattern?
Focus on one project at a time, one
idea at a time, and please give your
loved ones your complete attention
when they so dearly deserve it. It
will help you live up to your sexi
ness-potential, which is immense
this week.

Cancer
June 21-July 22
You know th at Sheryl Crow
song that goes "If it makes you
happy, then why the Hell are you so
sad?" This is a question you.
Cancer, would do well to ask your
self. Sometimes the things that
used to make you happy don’t any
more. Or maybe you’re holding on
to an ideal or philosophy that no
longer works for you. So if you’re
stuck in a rut, now is the ideal time
to examine ways to bust out of it.
With your innate sensitivity and
wisdom, you probably already know
exactly what it is that you need; it’s
just a m atter of being brave enough
to go out and get it. Because if you

*
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Mother's Tavern:
Spencer the Gordener ploys Thursday, Jan. 9
at 9:30. $3 cover; King Ernest plays the blues
Friday, Jan. 10. at 10 p.m. $3 cover; Burbon
Jones plays blues Saturday, Jan. 11 at 10
p.m. $3 cover; Clint Garven plays Sunday,
Jan. 12 from 4 *7 p.m. Guitar Shorty plays the
blues Tuesday, Jan. 14 at 8 p.m. $5 cover.
Itchy McGuirk and Hotwheelz will help the
Cal Poly Ski Club celebrate its 50th
anniversery Friday, Jan. 10 at 8 :3 0 p.m. at
the SLO Vets Hall. $4 non-member guests,
members free.

ig n ?

u

don’t treat yourself like you’re the
greatest thing since sUced bread,
nobody else will either.

Leo
July 23-August 22

throw caution to the wind, and
begin a new Virgo trend for 1997;
living life to its fullest

KCl k
2. ViciChdttutt...
3. Rebirth of Cool...Volume 4 compilation
4. Johnny Cash...Unchained
5. W ilco...Being There
6. Heatmiser...Mic City Sons
7. Guided by Voices...Sunfish Holy Breakfast
8. Huevos Rancheros...Get Outta Dodge
9. Modest Mouse...Life in the Arctic (7*)
10. Future Sounds of London...Dead Cities

by I.C. Stars
high, so indulge Nobody can flirt
like a Scorpio.

Sagittarius
November 22-December 20

Libra
September 23-October 22

Leo, do you know what bravado
is? My dictionary says it is "defiant
or swaggering behavior, a pretense
of courage, false bravery." I say it is
ignoring your sensitive side, and I
think you've been domg it too much
lately. Never one to miss a party,
you tend to get caught up in life’s
little adventures. But at what cost?
You may be wastmg your talents,
Leo. It’s time to nurture that cre
ative side. Take an art class, a yoga
class, a karate class. Read one of
those self-help books called some
thing like "Getting to Know Your
Inner Child." If you fmd yourself a
little more introspective tliis week,
go with it. And if you fmally decide
to examine a personal problem that
you’ve been ignoring for a while,
give yourself a pat on the back.

Let’s examine the life of one of
the most famous Libras ever; John
Lennon. Easily the most charismat
ic member of one of the most charis
matic rock and roll groups ever,
Jolui Lennon is an icon made all the
more glorious because he was
gunned down in his prime. You’re
wondermg how this relates to your
life? Well, frankly, Libra, your
charisma level is at an all time low.
You could learn a lesson from John
Lennon, and it is to pursue your
dreams. What is it that you really
wanted to do with your life, before
words like "tuition" and “rent"
became a working part of your
vocabulary? This week will bring a
hint of what your future could hold
if you try your hardest to live the
dream.

Virgo
August 23-September 22

Scorpio
October 23-November 21

Ju st when all your hard work is
about to pay off, Virgo, you are
gripped by a paralyzing fear. Relax.
You have it all under control, really.
Nobody beats a Virgo when it comes
to the fine art of planning and
preparation, but when it comes
down to it, you make reliability so
much fun tliat nobody would dare
call you a stick in the mud. The say
ing "you are your own worst critic"
was surely first uttered to a Virgo.
But this week, my friend, your atti
tude will make a surprising shift.
You will let go of your anxieties.

You have been evading intima
cy with the agility of an Olympic
gymnast. What are you so afraid of,
Scorpio? Lighten up. Smell the
flowers. Do something sweet for a
friend, or even a complete stranger,
for no reason. Fall in love! Or if you
are in love, write that special one a
poem and leave it in his/lier sock
drawer. It’s time for you to wear
your heart on your sleeve. Take a
cue from Aquarius and ponder glob
al problems. This will cut your own
petty disappointments down to size.
Your flirtatiousness is at an all time

A very intelligent Sagittarius,
William Blake, once wrote “excess
is the road to the palace of wisdom "
The “excess" part describes your life
during the past few months, but I
have to wonder about the second
part. There are other safer, healthi
er ways for you to reach the palace
of wisdom, Sagittarius, although
excess becomes you. Luckily for
you, you are about to experience a
tamer, more subdued existence as
your home life becomes more tran
quil and more important to you this
week. Stay home. Drink some tea.
Read a book. Don’t worry. Nobody
could ever accuse you of being bor
ing

Capricorn
December 21-January 19
Capricorn is possibly the most
misunderstood sign of the zodiac.
You are always being told you are
extremely responsible, sensible,
and down-to-earth, which you know
is only partly true. The question is,
why do so many astrologers com
pletely ignore your wild and crazy
side? I can’t. Especially considering
all the excitement you’ve been expe
riencing lately. There’s much more
to come — including the traveling
you’ve been contemplating. Not tliis
week, but soon, you will have a
chance to embark on a serious
adventure. If something (or some
one) has been making you feel tied
down, you will soon be free.

Aquarius
January 20-Pebruary 18
Somebody should hug you,
Aquarius, because you’ve been
tough as nails this past year. 1996
was a year of m ^ o r personal
growth for Aquarius, and you will
soon be able to reap the benefits of
your perseverance. You have always
believed that you get out of life
what you put into it, and it’s nearly
time to collect on all the hard work.
But before you do, ponder some
thing. Some of the world’s most bril
liant people, like Ayn Rand, Thomas
Edison, and Abraham Lincoln, were
born under the sign of Aquarius.
But so were some of the world’s
most absent-minded. Aquarius, the
sign of genius, would do well to get
a little more organized before going
out and taking on the world.

Pisces
February 19-March 19
Even if you won’t admit it,
Pisces, you love a little drama in
your life. In fact, you would be
secretly ecstatic if your life was so
dramatic th at each day resembled
an episode of "Days of Our Lives.”
Maybe this is why so many Pisces
become actors and artists. If you
don’t practice some such creative
outlet, though, you may resort to
playing mind games with those
close to you It might be fun for you,
but it’s not very productive and
right now could be an extremely
productive time for you if you let it.
So have mercy on those poor souls
who sometimes just don’t get the
Pisces sarcastic humor, and get to
work.
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LiLerian Social justice Foundation Inc.
P.O. Ftox 31438 • Cincinnati, O il 45231
Id : (513) 931-1872
Pax: (513) 931-1873
“^ A T l O ^ ’
Dear Prospective M ember:
IJberia should have a special place in the conscience of the United vStates ol America Its impetus to become a nation came Irom the United States. Por 149 years, it was a stalwart
ally o f the United States. Yet ft>r the past years, as a civil war has taken almost 2ü(),()(K) lives, displaced more than two-thirds o( the population and destroyed its inirastructure, the United
States has treated this great tragedy as a regional problem,
Liberia has a unique historical and cultural link to the United States. Settled by African Americans, many ot them lorm er slaves, in the early decades ol the 19th century, I iberian
became a republic in 1S47. Phe United States inlluence on Liberia is reflected the African nation's constitution, the star and stripes ol its red, white and blue Hag, the structure ol its
governm ent, the names of its cities, its schools' curriculum, its official language and the remarkable degree of good will its citizens le d toward America. Through all the major conllicts ol
the 2()th century, Liberians been among the most dependable allies of the United States, In both World Wars, Liberia declared war on the enemies ol the United States and ollered vital air
ba.ses, ports, and natural resources to support the United States military. During the Cold War, Liberia voted with the United States on every significant resolution at the United Nations, It
hosted facilities for electronic monitoring and became the largest base for United States intelligence-gatheriing in Africa.
Yet when Liberia's security was most at risk becau.se of civil conflict the United States government deferred to ECOWAS, an under-lunded regional organization composed ol some
o f the world's poorest nations. H alf of the $10 million earmarked by the United States to support a peacekeeping force had not been committed by April 1996. Meanw hile, the cost to the
United States of responding to the humanitarian crisis since 1990 has been emergency relief assistance valued at over $44.S million, over $66 million provided in the past year alone, more
than eight times the amount com m itted to peacekeeping.
In the absence o f a viable security plan, the torrent of refugees continues to undermine Liberia's relations with its immediate neighbors. Though the United States has implored
those nations to admit Liberian refugees, its own record of Liberian admissions decries the long relationship with that nation.
riie approach to achieving peace in Liberian has revolved around the ECOWAS process lor six years. This process has, in turn, been dependent on a core group ol ECOWAS
nations with the will and very limited resources to engage in diplomacy or to commit forces lor peacekeeping. Fourteen peace agreements have been largely brokered without the United
States and other international parties, such as the United Nations or OAU, present with ECOWAS as working partners at the negotiating table. The result o f this agreem ents and the
resources, and leverage, necessary for successful implementation. This failure to produce a concerted approach to all aspects ol the peace process, Irom mediation to negotiation and
im plem entation, produced the tragic results that we have witnessed in Liberia.
On August 17 the Economic Community of West African States!ECOWAS) concluded meetings that provide a new timetable for the peace process. Starting August 20, the warring
factions are to observe a cease-fire, dismantle checkpoints and withdraw from zones of combat. The peacekeeping force, expanding Irom K500 to 18(K)() troops, is to deploy throughout
Liberia in November. Demobilization is to be completed by January 3 1, Elections are to be held on May 3 1 with a turnover to an elected government on June 15. I he revised plan calls lor
sanctions against m embers of the warring factions that obstruct the peace process. Sanctions include restrictions on travel, freeze on economic activities, exclusion Irom electoral process,
and war crime charges.
Now the United States has another opportunity to assert its international leadership at a critical juncture to ensure that the success of the new peace process. This leadership will not
lead to an involvement of United States troops. It does mean that the United States must heighten its diplomatic efforts to help coordinate the process of peace and gather the funding that
is necessary for effective peacekeeping and demobilization m l.iberia.
The United States should take the necessary steps to ensure that its commitment of $30 million to support the ECOMOG peacekeeping force is obligated before the end of the fiscal
year 1996. W hile the United States pledge of $30 million is a step in the right direction it will not alone enable a doubling ol ECOM OG to the 18,(MX) troops necessary lor deployment by
November. It is vital that the United States provide additional funds to make up this shortfall or take the lead to obtain significant pledges from other donor countries
A top priority of the United States should be the implementation of a serious program for demobilizing Liberia's combatants. Regretfully, no additional funding has been pledged by the
United States to improve what was an inadequately funded and designed demobilization plan. In fact, some ol the funds allocated in early 1996 lor reintegration ol I.iberia's 60,(M)()
com batants have been diverted elsewhere. The United States should take the lead in designing a Cvunprehensive demobilization program. This program will not involve United States troops,
but should include the re.sources for every stage of demobilization from encampment to training and coun.seling of combatants. A contribution of $20 million (non-lood related) from the
United States will provide the resources necessary to initiate a wellconceived demobilization program and encourage future contributions from other international donors.
President Clinton and the United States Congress must make Liberia a priority on our foreign relations agenda in Africa. United State leadership is critical if the key elements are
to be achieved on schedule under the new peace plan. This leadership will not lead to an involvement of United States troops. It does mean that the United States through its Special Envoy,
must heighten its diplom atic efforts to coordinate the implementation of the peace process and gather the additional re.sources necessary for effective peacekeeping and demobilization
The United States should strengthen the response of the international community to the needs of the peace process. The foundation for a new international approach to the peace
process already exists with the International Contact Group for Liberia, the group of donor countries that have pledged support to the peace process The concept behind the ICGL should be
expanded to a tightly coordinated partnership that includes the United States, ECOWAS, and the United Nations. This high level of cooperation will ensure that scarce resources are
effectively utilized.
The outbreak ol fighting in M onrovia in April-M ay of 1996 was the latest in a series of clashes in Liberia's intractable war. During the past nearly seven years, the war has produced
shocking humanitarian conditions lor L.iberian civilians. The most recent fighting exacerbated even further these conditions. Humanitarian assistance organizations have been unable to
deliver food and other emergency services because of the fighting in Monrovia, Their re.sources looted by gangs of combatants and the safety of their rebel workers threatened, these
organizations clo.sed or dramatically reduced their operations in Liberia.
As a result of the civil war in Liberia, an estimated 8(X),(KK) Liberians are internally displaced; another 8(X),(X)() are refugees in neighboring countries that are among the poorest in the world.
A pproximately .^0 % o f the population in Monrovia, upwards of 350,(XX) persons, were forced to llee their homes due to the April-May lighting and another 3,(XX) died. During June-July
some 3,3(X) new cases o f cholera were reported in M onrovia and a July survey found malnutrition rates for children in displaced shelters have increa.sed up to 25%.
Now that the dust of the Civil War m Liberia is settling down, an era o f a NEW LIBERIA is at hand. W hether anyone likes it or not, an leadership is bound to emerge, supposedly to shoulder
the national responsibilities o f politics and administration and to ensure the continued survival of the Liberian people and culture.
That such leadership will be genuine and committed is a matter that you as Liberians and friends of Liberia can decide, or at least inlluence. But choosing national leadership is a
serious and difficult business. In l.iberia, bombed-out homes and shops are painful reminders o f what happens when leaders are chosen unwisely. We cannot allow this to happen again. This
is why the Liberian Social Justice Foundation is campaigning for PEACE, SECURITY, SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, EDUCATIONAL AND POLITICAL JUSTICE IN LIBERIA,
The Liberian Social Justice Foundation has carefully examined the administrative and operational policies of both the past and present administration in Liberia, and in our candid
opinion, much more needs to be done to help Liberia go m the direction she needs to go. We as Liberians must try to have a positive inlluence on the selection ol the national programs and
the corresponding leadership which will inevitably affect our lives and the lives of our people for many years to come.
My fellow Liberians and Friends of Liberia, the Liberian SiK’ial Justice Foundation has embarked on a mission to ensure that PEACE, UNITY, SECURITY, FREEDOM AND
SOCIAL JU STICE prevail in Liberia. This is an awesome resptinsibility that can only cK'cur if we cooperate as a team. History will judge us not by what we say, but by what we do. With
God and the determ ined mind, there is nothing we cannot achieve for our Liberian Society. It is in this light that I urge you to support and contribute to the Liberian Social Justice
Foundation's programs.
Liberia, the African nation established in the 18()0s by freed American slaves, has been torn by civil war since 1989. What does the Liberian Civil War meanto Americans in terms
of health care, humanitarian relief, stability throughout Africa and the continuation of mi.ssionary work'.^ If you share in the dream of peace in Liberia, a country founded upon American
ideals, you are invited to become more informed by writing to the LIBERIAN SOCIAL JUSTICE FOUNDATION, POST OFFICE BOX 31438, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45231. (513) 9311872.
I am writing to introduce you to the Liberian ScKial Justice Foundation.Inc., a broad-based serial nonprofit organization. Tlie mission of the LSJFI is tw o fold: we are dedicated to
restoring a just and stable society in Liberia, and to improving the quality of life for all Liberians, both at home and abroad.
On behalf of our members. I appeal to you for financial a.ssistance in support o f LSJF activities. An application for membership is included which contains a breakdown of
membership fees. Please know that any amount you can contribute will be helpf ul to us. Your support o f the Foundation, and your awareness of its concerns is deeply appreciated. Should
you have any questions or suggestions, please feel free to write us or call. Thank you for your time, your contribution, and your generosity. Checks and nuiney orders should be ma J payable
to the Liberian Social Justice Foundation,Inc.
Best regards,
Edwin G.K. Zoedua
Executive Director/Chairman
EGKZVrnlm

Faces o f h u n g e r in L ib eria

Liberian children await arrival of a food convoy in Tubmanburg, 50
miles north of Monrovia. The city was cut off for months by fighting.
People surrounded the trucks Wednesday; when bags of wheat
were opened, they grabbed handfuls and ate it uncooked. W orld/A 8
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Stay informed.
Read Mustan|> Daily
are you looking for a

healthy meal ^
orr'campus?
Have you been

»The,

lV E N Ulately
E (.
We have some healthy treats for you!

Pasta Pasta Pasta Freshly prepared Pasta with your
choice of Sauce and Topping

Chick-fil-A

Chargrilled Chicken Sandwich or
Chargrilled Chicken Garden Salad

Cowboy Grub Salmon Patty or Garden Burger
Look for the Happy Heart
on nonfat and
lowfat
Ite m s in
The Avenue
and other
Campus Dining areas

Tapango’s Super Salad Burrito (nonfat on request!)

D o n ’t be s u rp r is e d ... at

The Avenue,
we've got what you
want for eating healthy!

Plus

fresh fruit and veggie snacks, fruit
juices, Snappld^, nonfat frozen yogurt
with toppings, and other healthy items
like dried fruit and trail mixes...or enjoy
a fresh Green Cuisine^*'Spinach or
Chef’s Salad, delicious soups, or choose
from a great assortment of fresh bagels
and lowfat muffins...

The Avenue is located across from Mott Gym, and is open
Monday-Friday, 7;30am to 3:30pm

Last year Hewlett-Packard put more than 60 Cal
Poly grads on the map with the kind of higlvtech
careers that constandy challenge, stimulate, moti
vate. And this year we plan to do even better. A ooss
America and around die world Hewlett-Padcard sets
the *:?£ for excellence that combines respect for
indhidiial accomplishment, a strong custonier focus
and a oommitment to breakthrough technologies.
That’s the HP way. Want to come along? We are
interviewing for M arch and June BS/BA and
MS/MBA grads in EE/EL, CPE, CSC, ME, IE and
BUS/MIS fields for career p o ^ o n s as well as
Summer Posiiions throughout HP in the US.
If you are unable to attend, please em ail your
resume to: kcn_lar9on^Shp.oom For more infor
mation about employment opportunities with HP,
visit our Homepage on the World Wide Web a t
http‘y / www.jobs.hp.ooin He^ett-Packard
Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicat
ed to affirmative action and work force d iv e r ^ .

Pre-interview O rientation Presentation

Tuesck^, February4th
C hum ash A uditorium
6-9 p m
At this lime we'll be filling out interview schedules.

DEATH ROW V nm ¡)age AI
Times have changed, and so
has the culture. Who do we have
to look toward for new direction?
As Snoop Doggy Dogg and Shakur
relea.sed their newest albums and
captured the highest spots on the
pop charts, in the shadows stands
a five-year-old label called Death
Row and a notorious CEO named
Marion “Suge” Knight.
While the company continues
to control the charts, the scandals
keep unraveling.
First Time Warner, under
pressure by several legislators
and anti-gangsta rap activists,
sold its partial ownership of
Interscope Records to MCA Music
E ntertainm ent because it was
denied creative control over lyrics
and album art of .several of the
company’s artists including sever
al involved with Death Row.
In 1995 former Death Row
President and co-founder Dr. Dre
went to jail on earlier assault
charges and began, what he
described in a Vibe magazine
interview as his secession from
the company. When he got out of
jail he finalized a deal with
Interscope Records, the parentcompany of Death Row, and began
his own company, Afterm ath
Entertainm ent.
Also in the news at th at time
was a m urder trial involving
Calvin Broadus, also known as
Snoop Doggy' Dogg. Broadus, who
found his fame through early
recordings with Dr. Dre on “The
Chronic,” Death Row’s first pop
chart hit, was acquitted on all
charges.
Then
former
Digital
Underground
dancer
Tupac
Shakur, who joined the Death
Row family in 1995 after produc
ing three solo album s on the
Interscope label was gunned
down in Las Vegas after a brawl
at the MGM Grand Hotel. In the
wake of his death, S h ak u r’s
album has been honored with sev
eral Billboard awards, and has
earned Shakur a Grammy nomi
nation.
Then Knight, who was driving
the car at the time of the shoot
ing, was recently jailed for violat
ing his parole after failing several
drug tests and participating in a
beating the night of S h ak u r’s
death. In February Knight will
return to court for sentencing,
and could face up to nine years in
jail.
Lost in the shuffle of these
complications remains a contro
versy involving singer Gina

Longo.
Longo is the daughter of
Deputy
District
Attorney
Lawrence W. Longo, the attorney
once assigned to supervise
Knight’s probation but later
pulled off due to possible conflicts
of interest. Longo became the first
white artist to join Death Row
and signed a $50,000 contract
with the label that has yet to
m aterialize, according to a
November, 1996 Associated Press
article.
But the hits keep rolling in for
the label plagued with both suc
cess
and
setbacks.
“Tha
Doggfather,” only the second
album produced by the award
winning arti.st has stayed in the
pop charts since its November
release, although it has not
attracted the following of the first
Snoop album, “Doggystyle.”
With the Di. Dre-produced
album came a Grammy nomina
tion for Best Rap Performance for
“Gin and Juice” and won
Billboard’s Male A rtist of the
Year.
Then came the 1996 holiday
season, a busy one for Death Row.
First came a two-disc greatest
hits album featuring all of the top
hits from Dr. Dre, Snoop Doggy
Dogg and Shakur.
Then to celebrate the Yuletide
season, the tight-knit family of
rappers relea.sed a compilation of
season’s gi'eetings. “Christmas on
Death Row” featured rhymes by
Snoop, up-and-coming member
Danny Boy, who is expected to
release his first solo album early
this year, Nate Dogg, Tha Dogg
Pound and several other artists.
But to the company’s dismay,
both albums entered the charts at
disappointing positions.
Although Rolling Stone recent
ly reported th at rap has been in a
slump since its 1991 peak. Death
Row Records has managed to sell
over 26 million records and gross
more than $170 million, and hits
from the company’s top artists
dominated radio stations and
cable music video channels.
The vitality of Death Row is
hard to predict as it continues to
bounce back from several contro
versies, but rap music is alive and
kicking none the less.
Matt Berger is the Arts Weekly
Editor and a horn-again fan of
Death Row Records.0

Enter our rafiflefor an HP Inlÿt printer.

calendars

On Campus:
February 5di & 6tfi
Don’t forget to get your Student Data Summary to
the Career Service Center by January 15di
Oanuary 17lh for summer jobs).
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LAWS From ¡mge I
Pat Harris, coordinator of the
Women’s Center, said she is
happy the law passed but she isn’t
sure that it will be a significant
deterrent.
“It’s a pretty scary drug,”
Harris said. “It’s so hard to bring
people to court,” she said refer
ring to those who may use the
drug against others.
One of the more controversial
laws requires child molesters to
undergo castration — either
chemical or surgical.
Some, like Cal Poly sociology
professor Jam es Coleman, said
this law “sounds pretty extreme
and pretty violent.”
“I don’t think it’s likely to be
very effective with child moles

ters,” Coleman said. “It has been
used with violent offenders in
European countries and was not
proven to be effective.”
Others feel the need for even
more drastic measures.
“I think they should cut it ofl',”
said Copeland, referring to the
offender’s penis. “It needs to be
cut off.”
Other laws that also came into
effect on Ja n .l include:
Cable:
Penalties
were
increased for making and selling
devices designed to steal cable
and television signals.
Pollution: The process to pros
ecute people or companies dis
charging pollutants into waters,
through either criminal or civil
suits, was toughened. For exam
ple, firms that clean up accidents
quickly or report such incidents

iW I N !

that affect state waters cannot be
prosecuted.
Domestic violence: Anyone
arrested for domestic violence is
now required to be taken before a
judge instead of being cited and
released.
Smoking: The new law
extends the temporary exemption
given to bars and game rooms
from the state’s workplace smok
ing ban. This will not affect San
Luis Obispo because the city pro
hibits smoking in public areas.
Drugs: People can now sue
drug dealers for damages they
might have suffered directly or
indirectly from drugs.
Scavenging: The penalties for
“unauthorized scavenging” of
curb-side
recyclables
were
increased.

¡CAMPUS
EXPRESS
CLUB

with the

Tuition
Textbooks

INSURANCE

quences for not having liability
insurance.
Traffic Sgt. Bernard Silva of
the San Luis Obispo Police
D epartm ent said, “U ninsured
motorists are subject to a $207
fine in almost all circumstances
and will get their license suspend
ed.”
If uninsured drivers are
involved in an accident, Silva
said, their driver’s licenses could
be suspended for one year. Judges
will also be able to order
impoundment of vehicles for dri
vers without insurance.
Karen
Biederman,
an
agribusiness sophomore, said she
has friends who have been in acci
dents and had to come up with
money because the other driver
didn’t have insurance. She said
requiring California drivers to
show proof of insurance is good.
“It’s the law and makes more
people aware that insurance is
the law,” she said.
Silva said more tickets will be
issued in San Luis Obispo, espe-

COUNCIL

O p e n o r a d d to y o u r CAM PUS EXPRESS CLUB
a c c o u n t b y J a n u a ry 3 1 , 1 9 9 7 a n d y o u 'll b e e lig ib le
to w in r e im b u r s e m e n t f o r
• o n e q u a r te r 's in - s ta te tu itio n
(student deposits only)
• te x tb o o k s u p to $ 1 5 0 .
D e p o s it $ 5 0 o r m o re , a n d y o u 'll a ls o b e
e n te r e d in a d r a w in g to w in $ 5 0 , c r e d ite d to
y o u r CAM PUS EXPRESS CLUB a c c o u n t.

Minimum deposit is $!
AH deposits mad
during Jenuar
are entered in ttie drawing

D o n ' t Delays D e p o s i t T o d a y !

designing and manufacturing
integrated circuits (ASICs) and
standard products (ASSPs),

application-specific
application-specific

From multimedia com puters and set-top boxes, to
digital video and virtual reality gam es, to w ireless &
network com m unications, and encryption to o ls,
innovations from VLSI will make tom orrow ’s system s a
REALITY.
YOU could be on the cutting edge of technology in the
DYNAMIC environm ent of VLSI.
sign up to Interview with us

Career Schedule - February 26, 1997
Co-op Schedule - February 27, 1997
BS/MS Electrical Engineering or Computer Engineering,
Electronic Engineering Technology and Computer Science
majors. Stop by your Career Center for detailed
information about our career opportunities, e o e u i f i d n

cially to uninsured motorists.
“They (will be cited) dramatically
more often, because we can ask
for proof at the time of the cita
tion,” he said. “The prior law said
we could ask only if there was a
collision.”
The police department doesn’t
have an exact number of tickets
issued to uninsured motorists
since the beginning of the year
but officials estimat<!dl2 to 15
citations to drivers who couldn’t
provide an insurance company
name and policy number.
Police officers will not be the
o n ly 'o n es requesting proof of
insurance. Under the new law the
DMV will require proof of insur
ance with registration renewals
in March. Fred Garcia, San Luis
Obispo DMV office manager, said
California has over 20 million
licensed drivers and approximate
ly 25.5 million registered vehicles
on the road.
“Sacramento will handle the
majority of the renewal notices
and they are developing a soft
ware program to verify insurance
policies with the proper drivers,”
Garcia said.
Obispo. Settle said the money
would be better spent on
strengthening the current retail
stores before focusing efforts on
new expansions.
We have a “mall that badly
needs some commercial tenants,”
Smith .said.
Accessibility and traffic also
signaled red flags to the three dis
senters on the city council. Settle
said th at until an overpass is built
to accommodate traffic concerns,
he could not go along with the
proposal.
Williams and Romero voted for
the zoning change. Smith,
Roalman and Settle voted against
it.
The Planning Commission
previously voted unanimously to
reject the zoning change, saying it
did not go along with the city’s
land-u.se policies.

ATTEOTION!

Technology

VLSI Technology, INC. is a recognized leader in

From page I

ed the vote.
“Mayor Settle heard quite an
outcry after the last meeting,”
said Erik Bradford, a Cal Poly
political
science
major.
“Politicians are elected to repre
sent the people.”
Roalman was also pleased
about the turnaround.
“I’m happy the votes have been
switched on this,” Roalman said.
Councilwoman Dodie Williams
spoke of the approved business
center which will be built instead
of the retail stores, pending archi
tectural review. She said the com
plex will be 50 percent larger than
the Circuit City -plaza and set
closer to the freeway.
Settle, Roalman and Smith
voiced the need to improve exist
ing shopping plazas in San Luis

VLSI

Right now, VLSI Engineers are creating technology solutions
for real world challenges,..

From page /
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Wants Yon!
Yeah, You.
if you think you have what it takes to
be a freelance writer, reporter, colum
nist, graphic artist or illustrator, now’s
your chance to show us your goods.
FREELANCE

9

WORKSHOP

(and secret pal initiation ceremony)
Tuesday, Jan. 14th at 7:30 p.m.
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226
(That’s Mustang Daily Headquarters)
Wear your best underwear!!
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WRESTLING From page 12 SWIMMING From page 12

oot a hoi [ip?

call Mustang Daily at 756-1796

• 6:30am-10:00pm (Mon-Th) •6:30am-5:30pm (Fri)
•10:00am-5:00pm (Sat) •10:00am-10:00pm (Sun)
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said Coach Lennis Cowell. “They
need the exposure to top-notch
competition to better their ability
to compete against this level.”
The Mustangs finished fifth in
the PAC-10 Conference last year.
According to Cowell winning the
championships is a realistic goal
for the team this year.
“It is going to take a lot of
luck,” Cowell said. “We have to
stay healthy.”
Friday, the M ustangs face
10th ranked U niversity of
Oklahoma in Mott Gym. The
Sooners are currently 2-1 on the
season.
“I’m looking forward to
Friday,” Rondeau said. “We line
up better with the University of
Oklahoma. They are a good
match.”
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The relay teams finished strong in
the 16 team invitational. In the
400 and 800 freestyle relay and
400 medley relay, the women
placed third. They also placed
fifth in the 200 medley relay.
Kelli Quinn, women’s team
captain, thought the invitational
gave everyone a chance to com
pete. There were three days full of
events th at everyone had been
training for.
“It was a training meet, and
people had the chance to per
form,” Quinn said.
The men placed second on
Friday, third on Saturady and sec
ond on Sunday.
The 200 freestyle relay team
brought the men’s team a sixth
place finish with a time of 1:27.40.
Another top ten finish was by the
400 medley relay team th at fin
ished ninth with a time of 3:36.51.
“It was a very good meet for us,
it allows us to do a lot of events in
a very short time,” Coach Rich
Firman said.
Men’s team captain Blake
Seely thought the team did very
well even though there were a lot
of people out sick.
“Everyone did well, even after
the intense training sessions,”
Seely said.
Cal Poly takes on Northridge
on Friday at 1 p.m. in Mott Pool.

M inority grads o n rise
By Dana FMds

Easy to find! Located near the library, behind the Ag Science building.
Campus F'xpress Club, Plu$, Personal checks and cash accepted.

MISSINC FEBSON IHFOBMATION
WANT E D
by the San Luis Obispo County

SBEBIFF

$ 1 5 ,0 0 0 REWARD
Name:

Kristin D en ise Smart

Date of Birth:

2/20/77

Height:

6 ’1 ”

Weight:

145 lbs.

Hair:

Blond (possibly dyed brown)

Eyes:

Brown

Address:

Stockton, C A

MISSING UNDER SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES
K r is tin S m a r t w a s la s t s e e n w a lk in g to h e r d o r m i to r y r e s id e n c e o n th e C a l P o ly c a m 
p u s o n S a tu r d a y , M a y 2 5 , 1 9 9 6 a t a p p r o x im a te ly 2 :0 0 a .m .

K r is tin is a C a l P o ly s tu 

d e n t w h o u s e s th e n i c k n a m e o f “ R o x y .” I f a n y o n e h a s in f o r m a tio n r e g a r d in g K ris tin
S m a r t , p le a s e c o n t a c t th e S a n L u is O b is p o C o u n ty S h e r i f f ’s O f f ic e .

Anonymous reports may be made to Sheriff’s Detectives or Crime Stoppers
Sheriffs Detectives - (805) 781-4500
Crime Stoppers - (800) 549-7867

Assodofed Press
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. The num ber of black athletes
enrolling in Division I schools
that grant scholarships is on the
rebound after falling off when
Proposition 48 was adopted 10
years ago, the NCAA said
Wednesday.
In its first long-term study of
the academic standards rule’s
impact, the NCAA also said grad
uation rates for all student-ath
letes at such Division I schools
continue to exceed those of the
general student populations.
The NCAA said blacks made
up 27.3 percent of all student-ath
letes entering the schools in 1985,
falling to 23.6 percent in 1986. By
1989, it had recovered somewhat,
to 25 percent.
The study also showed a rise in
graduation rates among black
male student-athletes • from 34
percent of the freshman class of
1985, the last year before
Proposition 48, to 41 percent of
1986 freshmen, and 43 percent of
1989 freshmen.

“We had a diminution of num
bers of African-American student
athletes when we went from preProposition 48 to Prop 48,” said
Ursula Walsh, NCAA director of
research.
Under Prop 48, which went
into effect in 1986, freshman ath 
letes had to meet minimum acad
emic standards to play, practice or
even accept financial aid in their
first year. The standardized ACT
and SAT tests have been the most
controversial components of the
rule, criticized by many educators
as racially and culturally biased.
The NCAA compiles reports
each year on student-athletes’
graduation and enrollment rates.
The new study put side-by-side
six years’ data - the freshman
classes of 1983 through 1989 - to
help researchers detect trends.
Among black athletes of both
genders, the freshman class of
1983 at Division I schools that
give athletic scholarships had
total enrollment of 3,589 and a
graduation rate of 35 percent. In
the 1986 freshman class, enroll
ment fell to 3,041, but the gradu
ation rate rose to 44 percent.

P s y c h o lo g ic a l S ervices
Psychological Services has moved to Health
Services/Bldg. 27.
756-25 11.

You can still reach us at

Hours:

Monday-Friday

8:OOam-5:OOpm
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and brings a lot more m aturity to
the point guard position,” Booker
said. “She played really well
against Santa Clara for just sta rt
ing with us a couple days earlier.”
Maristela, from Milpitas, near
Santa Clara, was excited about
playing in front of a hometown
crowd.
“I was really fired up playing
against Santa Clara, ju st going
with the flow and having fun,”
Maristela said. “I like the team
and we have the potential to be
really solid.”
The Mustangs will play U.C.
S anta B arbara, Jan. 13, U.C.
Irvine on Jan . 17 and C.S.
Fullerton on Jan. 19.
U.C Santa Barbara (7-4) was
picked to finish first in the Big
West and leads the conference in
scoring, with an average of 84.6
points per game. They are the
only team in the Big West that
heads into conference action with
a winning record.
The Mustangs host University
of Pacific on Jan. 23 at Mott Gym.

From page 12

said. “I have been really
impressed with the way Sharlyn
Fraser, Tracie Oaks and Taryn
Sperry (both walk-on starters)
have really stepped up.
“Everybody on the team is
playing better," she said. “ With 10
new players and only two
returnees I expected it would take
time to gel.”
Booker also said th a t the team
has made a lot of progress during
its preseason games.
“We’ve had a tough preseason
schedule and we’ve improved on
some of our earlier weaknesses.
We struggled
with
our
rebounding in the beginning but
we’ve really come around in th at
area,” Booker said.
Cal Poly out-rebounded Santa
Clara 38-20 last Friday. Sperry
currently leads the team with 26.
Also in the Santa Clara game,
junior guard Jackie M aristela,
made her Cal Poly debut.
Maristela was completing units at
Foothill Community College and
became eligible to play over the
winter break.
“Jackie adds a whole new
dimension to our team. She’s fast

MEN

From page 12

good, we just have to continue to
get better and continue to
improve.”
But, the team ’s youth may
prove to be a double-edged sword
when facing the New Mexico State
Aggies Thursday night. As rich in
experience and deep in talent as
New Mexico State is, Schneider
knows his Mustangs have their
work cut out for them in the con
ference opener at home.
“New Mexico is a terrific team,”
he said. “It has won the Big West
Conference four out of the past
seven years and is the 14th winningest team in the country.”
Ranked among the Top 40 in
the country. New Mexico State,
with a 6-4 record, has five players
who are averaging double figures,
and the team is shooting an
impressive 49.6 percent from the
floor. If this isn’t enough to scare
the Mustangs, the Aggies are also
hitting 36 percent from the threepoint line, sinking 68 percent from
the free-throw line and outrebounding its opponents, 38-35.
“It is a tremendous team ,”
Schneider said. “I think they have
the best team in the Western divi

sion...It will take a tremendous
effort (for us to win.)
“New Mexico is obviously going
to be hard to guard, they are very
skilled and athletic,” he added.
“It’s going to be an exciting game
between two of the highest scoring
teams in the league. We’ll have
our work cut out for us.”
Schneider isn’t the only one
who recognizes th at Thursday’s
night first-tim e m atchup with
New Mexico is going to be far from
easy.
“They are a pretty tough team,”
said sophomore forward Ross
Ketchum. “We’ll ju st have to play
as hard as we can.”
But Ketchum added th at the
team isn’t as nervous as people
would expect them to be.
“We’ve played a lot of other big
names and big schools,” he said.
“Maybe ‘cause it is our first game
in the Big West we’ll be a little bit
nervous, but I think after the ball
has been tipped up we will be
fine.”
Despite New Mexico S tate’s
prowess. Cal Poly has a few
records to hold over its head.
Currently the Mustangs lead the
league in scoring offense at 84.1
points per game (ppg) while the

Aggies are second with 83.6 ppg.
Cal Poly also leads the leagxM in
forced turnovers with 271, steals
and three-pointers made per
game.
Nonetheless, Schneider said
New Mexico State is still not a
team to be taken lightly.
“They are always good with
their matchup zone,” he said. “We
have made great improvements
but we ju st aren’t up to that typ>e
of level yet. New Mexico is the best
team th at has been to Mott Gym.”
The Big West action begins
Thursday night in Mott Gym at 7
p.m.

Mustang
Daily
Sports....A
New Year,
more fun
sports!!

Classifie(d A(jvertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. CA 93407 (805) 7 5 6 -1 143
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BALLROOM DANCE CLUB
1st meeting of Winter Quarter
Sun. Jan. 12th Spm 520 Dana St.
Call Karan 783-2571 for info.

ITCHY MCGUIRK

HORSE HAULING
SLO and beyond 528-7906

HAPPY 50TH
CAL POLY
SKI CLUB!!

HO TW HEELZ
FRI. 1/10 SLO VETS HALL
DOORS OPEN 8:30 PM

S i : u \ i( i:.s
Alpha Crisis Pregnancy Center
24 Hour Lifeline-Confidential
Free Pregnancy Testing
541-CARE (541-2273)

Come by the Ski Club table
In the UU M-F 10-2
Trip Infoi See what is going
on & where the snow is falling

SKI CLUB
1ST MTG. OF THE QUARTER!
WED. 1/15 8:00 PM
FISCHER SCI. BLDG. 33 RM.286
STEAMBOAT VIDEO & SLIDES

A n .\( ) 1 ’.\( : i-:.\ii -:n I s
CARL THANKS AUBURN GIRL
4 Help @ 1-5 Harley Accident
** Please Call (916) 687-8145 **
CCAT Bus Passes Now Sold @
Rec Sports Ticket Office

EVAN O’CONNELL
NAIL TECH
Full Service for Awesome Nails
Feathers
543-4064
578 Marsh St. SLO
(By Foster’s Freeze)

SCORE MORE!!”
GMAT 72 PTS
GRE214PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

GOT SOMETHING TO
SELL?
GOT SOMETHING TO
RENT?
Put it in the Mustang Daily
an(j
GET RESULTS!

( )i* i'o m r . \ r n i : s
Great Student Job
Flexible Hours
Cash Incentives
Call 772-3098

Computer Skills? On campus job
Exp. w/Word, Excel, Powerpoint
Job 1:html exp Job 2:hardware
& operating systems. $6-12/hr.
E-mail lwalters@calpoly.edu.

Sofa/Loveseat Set. Excellent
Cond. $300/Make offer. 544-5271

Join Gallo Sales Co.
For interviews: pick up career
disk at El Corral Bookstore
then bring disk to Career Services
By Jan 15th, info call X2501

Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale
Avail on Campus-15 Yrs Experience
Marguerite C21 SLO R/E 541-3432

l?D&R3U£>i6LC,
60IN G TO
TWt
COPE^.

CITIZEN DOG
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BY M AR K O’HARE
YöUAfi^ Í
WAS VAmNGr

ION tíme ,

FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO

Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E
•**543-8370*‘ *

U iii.K iio r s
Metropolitan Community Church
Caring Ministry affirming gay
and lesbian persons-Sunday
10:30am Slo Meadow Park 481-9376
HAPPY BEGINNING OF THE
QUARTER, FROM THE MUSTANG
DAILY STAFF

IN THE BLEACHERS

fWZTVy
WE^lZe NOT
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by Joe Martin

TOO L A T t'
A w aí 2c ?

WHATTHI^
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LIVE-IN HELP in exchange
for a Free apt. in SLO, 20 hrs/wk
M-F, non-smoker, must have a
car, couple ok. 544-0200, even.

‘COOK’ for veg. family in SLO
M-F Dinners only, good wages.
544-0200, even.
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Paid Management Internship
Student Works Painting is now
hiring for Spring/Summer 1997.
Seeking motivated applicants
for high level internship.
Duties include interviewing,
hiring, development of customer
relations, control of marketing &
sales, & production management.
Call 1-800-394-6000. E-mail
address: swpaintg@ix.netcom.com

It's no longer necessary to borrow
money for college. We can help
you obtain findings. Thousands
of awards available to all students.
Immediate qualification.
Call 1-800-651-3393
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Ringing in th e New Y e a r in S p o rts
*Whi[e most students were vacationing, Cai^Foiy atfiietes were busy competing
across the country, iHere s a ioo/igt what you missed over the breah.

M ustangs start Big W est play with New M exico St. Women place
By Melissa M. Geisler
Daily Assistant Managing Editor

No one ever said the Cal I^oly
men’s basketball team was like
other teams.

• IVIen*s Basketball
Last season, the M ustangs
took pride in being the great tu rn 
around team in the NCAA
Division I. While this season has
n’t taken off as many would have
expected it to, the team has still
found a way to stand out — being
one of the youngest teams to enter
into the Big West Conference.
“The teams we have played,
like UAB (Univ. of AlabamaBirmingham) and Cal, all of their
top players are seniors,” said
Head Coach Jeff Schneider. “Six of
our top players are freshman and
sophomores.”
So far, Schneider .said. Cal Poly
has only played against one team
th a t has played a freshman:
LaSalle University. This is a dif
ference from the Mustangs’ own
staid,ing lineup, which currently
has three out of five starters at

either freshm an or sophomore
standing.
Cal Poly can’t hide from its
youth, not with only three seniors
on the team (one of whom, guard
Colin Bryant, has been sidelined
indefinitely after sustaining a bro
ken jaw in la.st F'riday’s practice.)
So, rather than use it as a crutch
and a reason why the team is 6-6
overall, Schneider is instead rely
ing heavily on his team’s youthful
players to get them back on their
feet.
And why not, especially with
the type of numbers the Cal Poly
youngsters are collecting.
The leading scorer in the
M ustangs’ last three games is a
freshman (guard Mike Wozniak
with 57), and a sophomore leads
the team in both steals and assists
(guard Ben Larson with 29 and
59, respectively.)
“We are considerably getting
better and better,” Schneider said.
“We are even better than last
year, though it doesn’t show in the
wins and losses column. We have
lost to some teams who are very
See M EN page 11

third in Irvine
Jennifer Burk
Daily Staff Writer

Coming off of two very rigorous
training weeks, the men’s and
women’s swimming and diving
team s competed in the Irvine
Invitational on January 3, 4, and
5.

• Swimming & Diving

Doily pkoto by Mike Brennan

Sophomore Ross Ketchum leaps for rebound in the gome against Air Force
on Dec 7. The Mustangs defeated A ir Force 7 4 -6 2 .

The meet was split into three
different categories with distance
events on Friday, individual
events on Saturday and relay
events on Sunday.
The women placed third on all
three days.
Krista Kiedrowski was a top
finisher at the invitational with
first place finishes in the 100 and
200 backstroke with tim es of
1:00.48 and 2:10.52. Kim Jackson
also had strong finishes placing
second in the 100 freestyle and
third in the 200 free.style with
times of 54:90 and 1:57.95
See S W IM M IN G page 10
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Cal Poly sets sights on Big West competition
By Leisha Masi
Daily Staff Writer

According to the women’s basket
ball team .schedule, the M ustangs
enter their third month of the 1996-97
.season.

• Women^s Basketball
But head coach Karen Booker
prefers to see tomorrow night’s Big
West conference opener against New

Mexico State University as the begin
ning of a new season
Friday’s game will he the third of a
six-game road trip for Cal Poly. The
Mustangs lost to University of Santa
Clara last Fi*iday 67-52 and were
defeated handily by the University of
San Francisco 101-42, dropping their
overall record to 1-10.
In the Mustangs’ last home game
against Fresno Pacific, freshm an
guard Stephanie Osorio scored a

career-high 31 points. Osorio went
nine for 13 from three-point range, .set
ting a school and conference record.
Osorio leads the team with 34
three-pointers this year and has
reached double figures in her last six
games. Booker is pleased with Osorio
as well as other newcomers to her pro
gram.
“Every time I turn around, another
freshman catches my eye,” Booker

%

See W O M E N page 11

Mustangs wrestle with top teams in the nation
By Kimberly Kaney
Doily Staff Writef

The Cal Poly wrestling team stayed
strong through six matches, trailing
second ranked Oklahoma State by ju st
two points, 12-10.

• Wrestling________
But the Mustangs lost the final
four matches to the Cowboys to fall 3010 Tuesday night in Mott Gym.
The Mustangs now have an 0-3
record on the season, while Oklahoma,
who put up a hard fight with four AllAmericans returning to their team,

moved up to 10-0.
Leading the way for Cal Poly was
sophomore David Wells, who pinned
his opponent in the third period of the
158-pound division. Wells was ranked
11th in the NCAA standings going into
Tuesday night’s match.
Also winning for Cal Poly was
senior Tyson Rondeau in an 11-3 deci
sion in the 118-pound weight class.
“I thought we did good as a team,”
Rondeau said. “I thought we had a
chance to win.”
During quarter break, Cal Poly
started its season placing 14 out of 45
in the Las Vegas Tournament. Cal Poly

lost its first PAC-10 conference match
to Oregon State University, ranked 19
at the time, 27-10. Scoring for the
Mustangs were sophomores Wells and
Mike French, as well as fre.shman Gan
McGee.
Cal Poly also fell 25-15 to 19th
ranked Purdue University. Seniors
Jerem iah Miller and Bobby Bellamy
led the scoring for the Mustangs along
with French.
“We are wrestling a young team,”
See WRESTLING page 10

• Men's basketball vs. New Mexico
State ® Mott Gym, 7 p.m .*

• Men's and Women's swimming vs.
Cal State Northridge ® Mott Pool,
1 p.m.
‘ Big West Conttrtnee Gama

T O M O R R O W ’S G A M E S

• Wrestling vs. Univ. of Oklahoma ®
Mott Gym, 7 p.m.
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Over the break, the women's basketball team faced Idaho
State University, losing a close one, 7 2 -6 7 .
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Cal Poly snubbed for Big West
Tournament
Cal Poly Athletic Director John
McCutcheon announced Thursday that
the men's basketball team will not be
allowed to compete in the 1997 Big
West Conference Tournament sched
uled for March 7-9 in Reno, Nevada.

Cal Poly will not be eligible for tour
nament play even if the Mustangs fin
ish in the top four in the Western
Division of the Big West Conference.
Currently, an NCAA school must be a
member of Division I for eight years
before being eligible for a conference
automatic bid.
The decision comes following an

appeal made by Cal Poly and the Big
West in favor of the Mustangs appear
ing in the tournament.
Also announced Thursday was the
addition of Cal State Hayward to the
men's basketball schedule. The
Mustangs will face Hayward on
Monday, January 27 at 7 p.m. in Mott
Gym.

